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African Giant, Transposed
Looking out the open window of a mud-covered car, I made eye contact with a leviathan of the African grasslands.  I would later learn that, given the feeble eyesight of the Southern White Rhinoceros, our stare-down – this supposed supreme connection – was my own
mistaken interpretation of the moment.  The rhinoceros had not looked me in the eye, but
simply had raised his head in our direction as he heard the vehicle enter his territory.  Even so,
I could not help feeling an affinity, awe, and even reverence for this behemoth.  Had I not been
in North Carolina, I would have sought the acacia trees and watering holes next.
Such moments owe their existence to conservation efforts.  On the brink of extinction
100 years ago, the Southern White Rhinoceros has dispelled its former critical endangerment,
now bearing only a “near threatened” status.  Though still vulnerable to poachers who seek
its horn for medicinal and ornamental ends, and threatened by habitat destruction, the animal
thrives with relative resilience.  Nearly 18,000 individuals inhabit the savannahs and grasslands
of South and East Africa today, spanning throughout Zimbabwe, South Africa, Kenya, Uganda, and Namibia.
I became interested in the rhinoceros at a young age.  African grasslands were a staple
of the nature shows I watched every day after school.  The brutality of these documentaries
should have traumatized me: lions clawing down wildebeest, cheetahs on the run, vultures and
hyenas in the periphery, waiting for scraps.  But instead, I fixated on the wisdom of a particular
creature.  Amidst the brouhaha of the chase, rhinoceroses transcended the carnage.  Though
liable to predation, the Southern White Rhinoceros could defend itself when attacked.  With
its arsenal of horns and mass, it enjoyed a meal of African grasses with less paranoia than its
wispy antelope brethren.  The rhinoceros carved its own niche in the ecosystem, capable of
killing, but choosing not to.
As a child, I never met the savannah sage; but when I was nineteen, a chance for our
encounter became real.  I visited my relatives in North Carolina that June, and my wily cousin
Steve gave us three options for Monday’s activities, all of an extreme, though fabricated, nature:
whitewater rafting in manmade rapids, indoor rock climbing, or safari-style driving through
the Lazy 5 Ranch.  A salesman by profession, Steve sensationalized the choices to make our
decision even harder: we could risk death by drowning, risk death by falling, or risk death by
rhinoceros.  BBC had made the choice for me ten years earlier.  We gathered in a minivan, the
dirtiest of the three available cars, since we knew the Lazy 5 Ranch’s hungry animals would spill
the food pellets from our buckets and only further soil the vehicle.  I chose the front seat, my
index finger waiting on the automatic window button as an open-access pass to what I hope
would be a childhood dream realized.
The owners of the Lazy 5 Ranch want you to think you’re entering another world, or
at least something different than the southern United States.  Founded in 1993, the park hosts
over 750 animals from every continent but Antarctica, and most roam the park unrestrained.  
Upon arriving, we paid our fare at the gate, gathered our buckets of food, and drove past the
gift shop and petting zoo to the entrance of the safari trail.  With a camera in one hand and a
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food bucket in the other, I envisioned our car passing a field of grassland gold, in it a rhinoceros who might toss our vehicle across his territory with his horn but would decline doing so
out of respect.  
Instead of entering another continent, we entered another epoch.  Seven emus encircled
our car with rapt expressions and raptor-like physiques, seemingly plucked straight from the
Cretaceous period.  Their shaggy, dirt-colored feathers, coupled with the blackish-blue iridescence of their necks, created an ominous and otherworldly appearance.  Dark, bony daggerbeaks only strengthened the semblance of ancient days.  These particular emus were famished,
and evidently intelligent, for they hovered near the entrance of the park to gain primary access
to tourists’ food.  One pushed its neck through my open window, and began not to nibble, but
to peck the contents of my bucket with such ferocity that pellets flew everywhere with each
gesticulation.  The car would need more vacuuming than planned.  Alarmed but steady, we did
not lose hope; if we had seen these primordial birds, perhaps we would find the creature descended from Paraceratherium, largest land mammal ever to roam the earth.
Our minivan charged across the gravel trail, snorting out exhaust as it went.  For a mile
or two, we encountered only fleeting signs of Africa.  Mixed amongst the llamas, smiling pigs,
and Texas longhorn cattle of the park were various African water buffalos, African scimitar
oryxes, and even an occasional African watusi.  Referring to those with large appendages, Steve
cautioned: “Don’t let the horns get in the car!”  Such situations, we learned from experience,
created panicked animals and torn upholstery.
Intrigued by these creatures, but still unsatisfied, I searched for clues of a rhinoceros
– footprints on the ground, horn gashes on a tree.  At moments, I thought I found traces of
a sauntering rhinoceros, only to discover they were tire tracks from previous cars.  But Africa
would not fail me yet: a herd of Grévy’s Zebras waited around the next turn.  Like the other
park inhabitants, they were hungry, and soon ran to our windows, which we gladly lowered.  
Their stripes had a brownish tint, suggesting these particular zebras were young.  The mohawk
of hairs that lined the ridges of their backs and stood erect like brush bristles added to their
youthful appearance.  Compared to other zebra species, Grévy’s Zebras have especially large,
mouse-like ears, which they can raise and lower in a swiveling motion and create alternating expressions of surprise and bashfulness.  Wiry, yet soft whiskers tickled my palm as they ate food
from my hand, shoving each other out of the way in order to get the treats.  Their skin, velvet
to the touch, resembled oil on canvas.  I marveled at the dichromatic stripes across their bodies,
which conjured an optical illusion that made it impossible to decide which brushstrokes were
my favorite: the delicate but eye-popping white, or the thick chocolate brown.  Here I knew my
trip needed no rhinoceros to be complete.
The owners of the Lazy 5 Ranch christened their rhinoceros Luther, and I wanted my
experience with him to feel religious.  But it is hard to feel continuous religious awe, spiritual
zeal, or even reverential fear in an environment like Luther’s.  His enclosure, submerged ten
feet below the ground, sat near the end of the trail as the climax of the show.  Only a plain,
hut-like structure, reddish-brown dirt, and two African cranes (an insulting attempt to provide
Luther with company) populated the pen.  The hut, he rested under sadly; the mud, he rolled
in lackadaisically; the cranes, he ignored.  Perhaps I had been romantic to believe that Luther
roamed the park freely, Africanly unrestrained and able to stand side-by-side with the cars.  As
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other vehicles rolled by his territory without vexation, we stopped our minivan and stepped over
the metal railing bordering his home to offer the lonely creature some food.  He would not eat,
but simply offered his horn for us to pet.  
The food buckets, the fences, the cameras, the opening and closing of car windows: all
had reduced this African masterpiece to a spectacle that hungered for affection more than real
nourishment.  The mud caked on Luther’s hide could not mask his dejection.  He was safe and
well fed, to be sure, with crane friends to spare.  But as we re-entered our car and sped off
toward the park exit, I felt the urge to make eye contact once more, this time to say I was sorry.  
I stayed put, seatbelt fastened across my body, an empty bucket on my lap.  Fancy was my only
repentance.  I imagined Luther roaming through Kenyan fencelessness with other rhinoceroses at his side.  My vision did not ignore the lions, the droughts, the heat, the poachers seeking
horns for market.  This life had friend and foe, life and death, beauty and smudge.  But it also
had Luther.

She asks me,
Do you remember when we met?
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I don’t know how to answer.
For months she has remembered
not memories but their loss:
the faces of our nephews;
the home in Holyoke where we lived a hungry year,
her job lost and mine precarious.
Now, again, she doesn’t work,
and for me the recall is like fear itself,
though today I am a wealthy man.
She has forgotten the name of her young doctor,
whom she flirted to stammering embarrassment
on that first visit.
He doesn’t know, but he might know.
Will she weep again,
when I describe that first meeting
– at the house of a mutual friend –
and she cannot remember?
You were so...dashing,
she continues.
You look just the same now, of course.
I was hiking in Kilimanjaro,
and I came across you,
standing on a peak like a golden god.
She laughs. I cannot form words.
Yes, and you –
I can’t seem to remember – but oh!
You were on a charity climb,
and you’d wandered from the group.
You always said that what you found was better than
what you lost.
She is smiling, lost in...what?
She is so beautiful, her face lit up like that.
I pause.
She looks at me.
Do you remember?
Oh yes.
Oh yes, I say.
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